The Digital Pen
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What is a Digital Pen?

The digital pen resembles your standard ball-point pen. It can be used like a normal pen
and even uses ink, but unlike other pens, the digital pen has a very tiny camera stored
inside. This camera stores your hand movements and saves your notes – digitally.
That’s every word, signature, doodle, sketch or scribble converted to a digital page.

Why do you need it?
Whether you’re an engineer, healthcare worker,
surveyor, training officer or a delivery driver, working
in the field means you need real-time data that is
accurate, and can be sent back to base quickly.
Methods such as posting and faxing, are an
unnecessary waste of your most important resources
– time and money. The digital pen speeds up the
process dramatically, transmitting data in a matter of
minutes, not days. And without big changes to
working practices or capital outlay.

What can you do?
Design your own forms:

With the digital pen, you’ll find all the familiar and
recognisable tools you’d expect from applications such as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint.
Drag and drop logos, commonly used fields, tick boxes, and even pdfs of existing forms
into a blank grid. Once you have finished designing your form, it will be automatically
checked and validated for you – including the addition of the Anoto dot matrix pattern,
that turns ordinary paper in digital paper.

Choose the devices you use: You can use digital pens to create hard copies – avoiding
issues with un-readable signatures, battery life and network coverage. Or you may prefer
smartphones and tablets to suit your environment and application. You may even opt for
a combination of different devices. It really is up to you. We offer freedom and flexibility,
and if you can’t decide, we are more than happy to offer advice.

Key features:
 Create your own business work-flow,
design and publish forms

 Review and manage your
captured data in real time

 Write on printed forms with a digital pen
or populate forms on a tablet

 Captured data sent via a
mobile device back to HQ

 Integrate data into your business

The Digital Pen
How it works…
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Design:
 Simple ‘drag and drop’ digital form design – font size and type, colour, fill, shapes etc
 Quick, simple, intuitive step-by-step process
 Pre-defined fields available like customer name, address, contact numbers, notes,
signature, sketch box and attach photo
 Tick boxes to reduce writing and the chances of mistakes
 Or radio buttons and drop down menus for electronic forms
 Import and edit pdfs of existing forms
 Automatic validation to point out any mistakes
 Fully branded forms to your own specification
 Print on a desktop printer, send to a print shop or publish as an electronic form

Manage:
 Everything under your control
 Password-protected login to secure Inkworks website
 Create permissions and privileges for individuals and user groups
 Design your own workflows
 Choose to receive pdf images, data files or both
 Choose delivery via email, ftp site or direct to your back-end system
 See a graphical dashboard of all your most recent forms received, processed and sent

Capture:
 Users write with digital pens, make sketches and attach images in the field
 Or capture data on tablets or smartphones
 Instant validation in the field of critical information (e.g. customer or patient number)
 Rapid data transmission in minutes not days
 Or dock the digital pen when back in the office

Integrate
 Review incoming forms to check and validate
 Compare the pen strokes actually written with converted text
 Use the play facility to see how the form was filled out in real time
 Integrate completed forms, photographs and sketches into your business systems
 Access to any and all of your forms, whenever you want

The Digital Pen
 Easy to use with little or no
training required
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 Limited IT support needed
 Increased security for company
data and user personal
 Interaction with your customer’s
customer is more natural
 Capture and use real time data
quickly
 Paper copy held by customer if
required
 No scanning, faxing, posting or
rekeying info
 Crystal clear pdfs
 Low implantation cost, fast
return on investment

As little as

£20
per user,
per month
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+ We’ll
manage for it
for you.

How much could you save?
Every business is different. And for that reason, you’ll receive a free “return on investment”
audit. An expert will do all the hard work for you, and help you make the business case.
Taking into consideration the true cost of your current operations; capturing and
processing data from the field, sending it back to base and then rekeying it. You’ll receive
a calculation of the time that you can save on admin and free up to reinvest. You’ll also
receive the value of savings you’ll make on paper, mileage, and other costs. With all of
these factors taken into account, you’ll also receive benefits of greater data security,
improved customer service and faster cash flow.

Any questions?
If you have any questions or would like more information, please do not hesitate to get
in touch. Our friendly team are always happy to help. There are also some great online
help panels on our partner’s website if you’re a little stuck: www.destinywireless.com.
*Price excludes print cost, airtime, and VAT and is based on a 36 Month Contract. Subject to Status. As always terms and conditions apply.

